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AbStrACt

The paper is to examine the information security measures, physical, organisational and technological in Jawahar 
Lal Nehru University (JNU), University of Delhi (DU) and Jamia Millia Islamia (JMI) in Delhi. The paper uses a 
mixed-method approach that combines both quantitative and qualitative analyses of information security measures 
with the help of a specially designed checklist. The findings of the study reveals that JNU scored 69.23 per cent 
highest information security features, followed by DU with 66.15 per cent, and JMI got the lowest total score with 
63.07 per cent. The study has also revealed that all the university libraries under study have been lagging behind 
in physical security measures. It is hoped that the present study will help in improving the information security 
lacunas in libraries under study. The findings of the study will not only guide the university librarians to improve 
their Information security measures, but also open the floodgates for improvements of information security in fast 
changing technological world so that they can overcome the limitations being faced by librarians.
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1.  IntroDUCtIon
Library and information security is the method which has 

been used to conserve and preserve the integrity, availability 
and confidentiality of electronic information. Security 
control reduces the impact or probability of security threats 
and vulnerabilities to a level acceptable to the organisation. 
Information security is as important as it has ever been, 
but the challenges to determine the factors contributing to 
information insecurity prove to be of complex nature. In 
libraries, information systems (IS) are widely used to deliver 
services and collections to local and remote patrons. This is 
typically done in order to control access to the information in 
different ways, depending on its importance, its sensitivity, and 
its vulnerability to theft or misuse1. Moreover, connecting a 
library to the outside world via the Internet has changed the 
type of risks faced associated with and the controls used to 
secure the services the IS support2-5.

Information security management in the context of 
library management describes, controls that a library needs 
to implement to protect its information assets from all 
potential threats to ensure the confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of its information resources6and help to identify 
and reduce critical security risks and types of network attacks, 
for proper management of information security in digital 
libraries7. Libraries should be concerned about security and 
should spend considerable sums on preventing, detecting 
and resolving security breaches. In order, to reach desirable 
level of protection against threats and to provide the necessary 
mechanics to protect organisation’s assets and knowledge, a 
vast variety of management approaches and methods have been 

developed in the last decades. Libraries should review some of 
the plans, procedures, policies, some tools and methods that 
can be used to protect library system including Organisational, 
Physical and technological security. This paper gives an 
overview of current approaches in physical, organisational and 
technological security measures in select central university 
libraries in Delhi.

2.  LIterAtUre revIew
There are many articles and case studies available on this 

topic by various authors; some of the more relevant articles are 
reviewed. Information security is means and ways of protecting 
data from unauthorised access, change, misuse, loss and 
ensures its availability whenever required. At the beginning, 
information security was focused mainly on technical issues 
and the responsibility was left to technical experts8. University 
libraries face a number of security challenges with their 
collections (both print and non-print). Library collections 
constitute the bedrock for services provided to the community 
and serve as important assets to the library9. Uzuegbu & 
Caroline10 developed a model named LISSAM (library 
information systems security assessment model), consistsof 
five components: information security policy, technological 
security foundation, administrative tools, methods, procedures 
and control and awareness creation. Ma11, et al. stressed upon 
the network security risks in digital medical libraries and their 
effective preventive measures, and pointed out the major flaws 
in their CD-ROM and full-text databases and their preventive 
measures. 
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RFID system may be a comprehensive system that addresses 
both the security and materials tracking needs of a library. 
RFID technology saves money too and quickly gives a return 
on investment12. Samy13, et al. examine the hardware security 
threats that are damaging the physical components in an 
information system. On the other side, gawde14 presents the 
software security threats that are jeopardising the operating 
systems and related applications. Network security threats 
which are related to the network such as virus and hackers, 
whereas, data security threats is related to threats related to 
data, such as unauthorised access are discussed by various 
authors15-19.

hagen20, et al. reveals implementation of organisational 
information security measures. Zhdanov21 examines the 
information security solutions and policies which consist of 
three essays. The first two essays present theoretical models 
and the last essay used the data about attacks in network 
traffic in combination with graphical formalisms which is 
known as met graphs to derive information security policy 
rules. It also provides the practitioners, newcomer with a 
systematic but intuitive way to analyse information security 
policies whereas, good design of a library should integrate 
security for the protection of its collections, building and its 
occupants. The main focus is to give an environment that 
balances both safety and comfort. Carey22 explain the passive 
security measures such as transparency, openness, visibility, 
and building organisation are key to the creation of a safe 
environment. Ohno23 re-investigated the security measures 
suffered from natural disasters such as earthquakes, torrential 
rains and heavy snowfall. In this article, he reports some of 
his attempts to improve the situation and suggests the type of 
system to purchase including computers in place, the security 
needed to protect the past and present campus security issues. 
butters24 discuss the threats of RFID technology in libraries 
and to probe their technical feasibility and what sort of action 
should be taken by libraries to take the edge off the risk that 
actually exists.

Ismail & Zainab25 proposes an instrument to assess the 
current information systems security status in libraries. Akor26 
analysis showed that the university library books are stolen 
and mutilated due to inadequate library materials, financial 
constraint and selfishness on the part of library users. The 
study recommends that university management should provide 
adequate library materials to meet the information needs of 
their users. hanus27 examines the theory by proposing and 
validating a universal definition of security awareness. It 
provides practitioners with an instrument to examine awareness 
in a plethora of settings and design customised security 
training activities. Olijnyk28 adds to the accumulated wealth of 
knowledge on the science of scholarly domains by shedding light 
on the nature of speciality development. Silic & back29 gives a 
critical review and future directions of research in information 
security. Kim30 reveals in his paper regarding the information 
security awareness among the college students. Newby31 gives 
a description of information security for libraries. Ellern32 have 
looked at the state of authentication practices within a specific 
region (i.e., all the academic libraries in North Carolina) in 
an attempt to create a profile of those libraries that choose to 

authenticate or not. Jackson33 describes the tips for creating 
awareness and best practices for cyber security for information 
professionals.

3.  objeCtIveS 
The objectives of the study are:
To study the different information security measures with (i) 
regard to Physical, Organisational and Technological in 
university libraries under study;
To compare the different information security measures in (ii) 
studied libraries and rank them based on various features, 
and
To provide suggestions for improve information security (iii) 
measures in studied libraries.
The scope of the study is confined to three central 

universities in Delhi, i.e., University of Delhi (DU), Jawaharlal 
Nehru University (JNU), and Jamia Millia Islamia University 
(JMI). The study aims to evaluate the information security 
measures in studied libraries. Table 1 presents the list of 
Central University libraries in Delhi with their establishment 
and universal resource locators (URLs).

A structured checklist was designed keeping in view of the 
stated objectives and literature available so as to know various 
qualitative and quantitative information security features. 
The Checklist comprises of 77 questions, categorised as two 
main parts, preceded by a rating Table, viz. Part-I: Qualitative 
analysis (12 descriptive questions) and Part-II: Quantitative 
analysis (65 questions). Each part of the checklist contains a 
set of related questions and the responses of the each section 
are presented in respective tables.

table 1.  Central universities library websites and their year 
of establishment

University Library UrL of the library
Central Library, University of Delhi 
(DU)34

http://crl.du.ac.in

Dr. b.R. Ambedkar Central Library, 
Jawaharlal Nehru University 
(JNU)35

http://www.jnu.ac.in/
Library/Intro.htm

Dr. Zakir husain Library, Jamia 
Millia Islamia (JMI) University36

http://jmi.ac.in/zhlibrary

4. DAtA AnALySIS AnD InterpretAtIon
The data analysis took place during 20 July 2016 to 21 

August 2016. The qualitative and quantitative responses were 
received from evaluation checklists. Each time a cell (i.e., 
specific feature in the checklist) was checked, one point was 
assigned to the respective feature marked “√” (yes) and no 
point for marked “x” (no) in the study. The score for a system 
is the total number of cells checked for that security system. 
Each part has a set of related questions and the responses of 
the each part and their sub parts were analysed with the help of 
tables followed by interpretation of data.

4.1 Qualitative Analysis 
The qualitative analysis contain various essential features 

such as, software, anti-spyware software, cleanup software, user 
identification and authentication, firewall, antivirus software, 
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server location, internal and remote computer systems, security 
of network equipment’s and emergency power sources. The 
qualitative analysis of the checklist having Twelve (12) features 
pertaining to select security systems, which is serving in the 
form of a recording device for descriptive data. 

Table 2 reveals that 100 per cent university libraries are 
using Library automation software of which JNU is using 
Virtua, JMI is using Libsys and DU is using Troodon software. 
both JNU and JMI Libraries are using Quick heal antivirus 
software to detect and remove any spyware threats whereas 
DU is using Symantec Antivirus to detect and remove any 
spyware threats. Studied Libraries are using CC Cleaner 
software to erase files or settings left behind by a user and 
using identification and authentication at computer network, 
whereas, JNU and JMI has library network. Further, JNU also 
uses user identification and authentication at laptops, screen 
savers, and at remote access.

JNU and DU uses application of firewall and DU also 
uses hotspot for mobile laptops that connect to the library’s 
LAN, whereas, no such application is available in JMI. All the 
studied libraries are using antivirus software to secure library 
server, JNU is using Symantec Endpoint protection and Quick 
heal, whereas, JMI is using only Quick heal and DU is using 
Symantec Endpoint protection. All the studied Library servers 
are placed in a secure location i.e., separate and locked room, 
whereas JNU and DU is also using environmental control area 
for this purpose. JNU and DU are using single sign-on system to 
control data access to the library internal and remote computer 
systems which is not present in JMI. For the security of network 
equipment’s security, cables, locked cable trays, metal cages or 

anchoring devices is being used by JNU, whereas, DU is using 
metal cages or anchoring devices for this purpose but no such 
devices are being used in JMI.

For emergency power sources and alternative 
communication lines all the studied libraries are using telephone 
lines, generators/ inverters, UPS, etc. JNU and DU both are 
using system recovery to rebuild, repair the library computers 
systems after disaster or crash in selected institutional 
libraries, but it is not present in JMI. All the studied libraries 
are using Firewall web filtering software to prevent access to 
inappropriate materials or sites and as well as web filtering 
software.

4.2 Quantitative Analysis
The quantitative part of the checklist contains 65 

dichotomous questions relating to:
(i)  Organisational security 
(ii)  Physical security, and 
(iii) Technological security. 

Detailed analysis of each category is presented in the 
presiding sections:

4.2.1 Orgnisational Security
An organisational security measure is done by calculating 

the sum value for the presence of procedures, controls, 
security policy, administrative tools and awareness creation. 
This section having 14 questions related to different aspects of 
organisational security (Table 3). 

Table 3 reveals that JNU and DU libraries are having 
written library & information science security policy, whereas 

table 2. Qualitative aspects of security systems

Qualitative aspect of security systems jnU jMI DU

Library Management Software Virtua LibSys Troodon
To detect, remove any spyware threats by use 
of Anti-spyware software

Quick heal Antivirus Quick heal 
Antivirus

Symantec Antivirus

Cleanup software for erasing files or settings 
left behind by a user

CC Cleaner CC Cleaner CC Cleaner

Identification and authentication required for 
logging

Workstations, Laptops, Screen savers, 
Library Network, Computer Network, 
Remote Access

Workstations, 
Library Network, 
Computer Network

Computer Network

Use of firewall for mobile laptops that connect 
to the library’s LAN

Firewall System  -- Firewall System and hotspot

Antivirus software to secure library server Symantec Endpoint protection, Quick 
heal 

 Quick heal Symantec Endpoint 
protection

Server Location Separate and locked Room, 
Environmental Control Area 

Separate Room Separate and locked Room, 
Environmental Control Area 

Data Access Control Single Sign-on System Single Sign-on System
Network Security equipment’s Locked Cable Trays, Security Cables, 

Metal cages/ anchoring devices
Metal cages or anchoring 
devices

Use of alternative communication lines and 
emergency power sources 

Telephone Lines, generators/ Inverters, 
UPS

generators/ 
Inverters

generators/ Inverters

System recovery to rebuild, repair the library 
computers systems 

Dell Recovery System Available*

Web filtering software Firewall Firewall Firewall

Note= JNU- Jawaharlal Nehru University, JMI- Jamia Millia Islamia, DU -University of Delhi.
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JMI is not having any such policy. Further, data classification, 
retention and destruction policies for library data or materials 
that contain sensitive information are present in JNU only. All 
the studied libraries are identified management policies for 
library and information system, user registration, password 
management, library hardware security, data security, software 
security and they allow use of wireless devices in their library 
such as laptops and hand devices except in DU. Further, all 
the studied libraries having policy on sharing, storing and 
transmitting of library data via external networks or third 
party systems. JNU and DU have the procedure for reviewing 
the current information security policy and they both have 
security administrator and have contingency disaster plan/ risk 
management policy for dealing with natural and man made 
disasters, whereas these are not existing in JMI. 

Interestingly, 100 per cent staff and patrons in studied 
libraries at various levels are made aware of their responsibilities 
with regards to protecting the information systems security 
and also provide Library and information security training 
and orientation programs to their staff. Further, JNU and 
DU libraries organise program/workshop for staff/ patrons 
regarding information security and well defined structured 
information available in their library websites.

4.2.2 Physical Security
Physical security indicates that unauthorised access into 

the library building, leaking and theft or vandalism threats 

in participating libraries. This section is having 24 features 
related to physical security features existing in studied libraries 
(Table 4).

Table 4 reveals that all the selected libraries under study 
uses air conditioning to stabilise the humidity and temperature in 
the library building, whereas only JNU Library uses earthquake 
early warning system to alert library staff and patrons prior to 
damaging ground shaking but no studied library found to be 
using any kind flood detector to provide an early warning of 
developing floods in their libraries. Only JNU and DU Library 
Systems are using lighting protectors and surge protectors to 
protect any valuable machines or equipment’s from lighting 
strikes, voltage spikes and surges, whereas, 100 per cent 
institutions keep security guards to monitor people entering 
and leaving the library buildings and sites, but only JMI uses 

table 4. physical security 

physical Security Features Institution

jnU jMI DU
Air conditionings to stabilise the temperature 
and humidity √ √ √

Earthquake early warning system √ X X
Flood detector an early warning system √ X X
Lighting protectors and surge protectors √ X √
Security guards to monitor people √ √ √
Automatic Sprinkler System (fighting against 
intense fires) X √ X

Smoke Detector X √ X
Fire extinguishers √ √ √
Fireproof Installation the building and areas √ √ X
User identification and authentication 
entrances and exits

Magnetic stripe swipe cards √ X X
Electronic Locks X X X
Proximity cards X X X
Wireless gates X X X
biometrics System X X X
window security

Locks √ √ √
guards X √ √
grillers √ √ √
bars X √ √
Screens √ √ √
Films X √ √
Door protection security
Cylindrical locks √ X X
Deadbolts X X X
Mortise locks √ X X
Normal Door Locks X √ X
Total Score (maximum 24) 12 13 10

Note= ‘√’ = Yes; ‘X’ = No.

table 3. organisational security 

organisational Security Features Institution
jnU jMI DU

Library & information science security policy  X 

Classification of data, retention , destruction 
policies for sensitive information  X X

Identified management policies for user 
registration and password management   

Written policy regarding library hardware 
security   

Written policy regarding data security   

Written policy regarding software security   

Use of wireless devices in library such as 
laptops and hand phones.   X

Policy on storing, sharing and transmitting 
of library data via external networks or 
contractors systems.

  

Procedure for reviewing security policy  X 

Security administrator  X 

Contingency disaster plan/ risk management 
policy  X 

All staff aware of their responsibilities 
regarding security   

Training and education programs for staff   

Organise program/workshop for staff/patrons  X 

Total Score (maximum 14)  08  12

note= ‘’ = yes; ‘X’ = No.
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automatic sprinkler system (fighting against intense fires) and 
smoke detector in the library building and areas, because it was 
built newly.

100 per cent studied libraries are using Fire extinguishers 
in their library building and nearby areas. On the other hand, 
JNU and JMI are using fireproof installation in the library 
building and surrounding areas. In the user identification and 
authentication entrances and exits segment only, JNU user 
uses magnetic stripe swipe cards. Interestingly, no studied 
Library uses electronic locks, proximity cards, wireless gates 
or biometrics system for this purpose (biometrics system 
being used for staff attendance). Window security (lock, 
griller, screens) and bars are available in all studied libraries 
but films are available only in JMI and DU. Door protection 
security i.e., cylindrical locks, mortise locks are available in 
only JNU, whereas deadbolts facility is not available in any 
of the studied library. Further, normal door locks are present 
in JMI.

4.2.3    Technological Security
The Technological security refers to the security of library 

software, hardware, network security, server security, data 
security, workstations security and electronic security systems 
such as RFID, Fire alarms, burglary protection and barcode, 
etc. This is the last part of the checklist and having highest 
number of features, i.e., 27 features related to technological 
security of the studied libraries (Table 5).

Table 5 reveals that all studied libraries uses technological 
security features except desktop security software for disable 
certain features of workstations, tests and automatic debugging 
to remove any defects from hardware components or new 
software, virus protection and security programs/ software(s) 
that installed for web browser and email programs and also 
system recovery to repair, rebuild the library computers 
systems.

Interestingly, in the context of electronic security 
system none of the studied libraries are using RFID system 
to protect library materials, motion/sensor detectors and smart 
cards. barcode technology was used for their routine work, 
and CCTV was to safeguard their materials were common 
in all studied libraries, but, only Delhi University was using 
biometrics system for staff attendance. Furthermore, JNU and 
JMI Libraries are using Fire alarm. Moreover, JMI and DU 
have installed CCTV cameras in Reading room, but, JNU and 
DU have done it in stack rooms. JMI and Delhi University has 
installed CCTV cameras in corridors and server area computer 
labs which were sensitive and expensive. Surprisingly, all the 
studied libraries are using web filtering software to prevent 
access to inappropriate materials or sites. 

5.  totAL SCore oF InForMAtIon 
SeCUrIty MeASUreS
The total score of study information security measures 

(ISM) is presented in Table 6 on the basis of previous respective 
Tables 3, 4 and 5 (Quantitative analysis). A quantitative five point 
rating scale was designed based on intensity scale suggested by 
Taylor-Powell37 to range from ‘very high’ to ‘very low’ to rank 
the each individual information security measure and to aid in 

distinguish quality under study. The five-point rating scale was 
fixed equally based on the maximum quantitative score of 65 
points. Range (Score): 53-65 – Very High; 40-52 = High; 27-
39 = Medium; 14-26 = Low; and 01-13 = Very Low.

Table 6 presents the list of all three aspects of security 
measures in studied libraries. Total features existing among 
the three security measures amounting for 129 out of 195, of 

table 5. technological security 

technological security features Institution

jnU jMI DU
Authentication for software √ √ √
Authorisation for software √ √ √
Privacy for software √ X √
Workstation security from threats and viruses √ √ √
Desktop security software for disable certain 
features of workstations

√ √ X

Tests and automatic debugging to remove any 
defects from hardware components or new 
software 

√ √ X

Virus protection and security programs/ 
software(s) that installed for web browser and 
Email programs

X √ √

System recovery to repair, rebuild the library 
computers systems 

√ X √

Desktop security software and antivirus 
software to receive regular updates 

√ √ √

Wi-fi connection √ √ √
Network identification and wireless intrusion 
detection systems

√ √ √

Server protection √ √ √
Anti-virus software on servers and antivirus 
definition files are kept up-to-date

√ √ √

Regular backups of data √ √ √
electronic security system

RFID X X X
barcode √ √ √
CCTV √ √ √
biometrics X X √
Fire Alarms √ √ X
Motion/sensor detectors X X X
Smart Cards X X X

CCtv cameras
Reading room X √ √
Stack rooms √ X √
Corridors X √ √
Computer labs √ √ √
Server areas X √ √
Web filtering software to prevent from 
inappropriate materials or sites

√ √ √

Total Score (maximum 27) 19 20 21

Note= ‘√’ = Yes; ‘X’ = No
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which, technical security features tops with 60, followed by 
physical security features (35) and with slight difference with 
organisational security features (34). 

A cursory glance at the Table 6 reveals that out of three 
studied universities, none of the studied university had ranked 
‘Very high’. All the studied libraries were ranked with ‘high, 
of which JNU got the highest total score of 45 out of 65  
(69.23 per cent), followed by DU with 43 score (66.15 
per cent).Interestingly, JMI got the lowest total score with  
41 (63.07 per cent). 

that investigated the implementation status of information 
security measures through the opinions of respondents. The 
study also pointed that information security is to be effective; 
libraries need to incorporate technical measures as well 
as information security policies, security procedures and 
awareness creation activities in their security programmes. 
The findings of the study, Jawaharlal Nehru scored highest 
followed by University of Delhi, and Jamia Millia Islamia. 
Furthermore, it was also found that all the institutions selected 
for study have been lagging in physical security measures more 

and they have to strengthen this area. It is hoped that the 
present study will be boon for developing counties give an 
idea to the Librarians and library professionals in forming 
Library and information security policy for their libraries. 
The robustness of this instrument need to be further tested 
and this will carried out in the second phase of this Study.
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